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Products and services

Too hot
A monitor designed to warn of the
dangers of heat stress and poor
thermal comfort in environments such
as bakeries and foundries is available
from Svantek.
The LSI Lantern Heat Shield
measures parameters such as heat
stress and predicted heat strain,
providing an accurate assessment of
heat conditions, and alerting employers
if steps need to be taken to improve
thermal comfort at work. The device
features built-in radio technology,
meaning three units can be linked
wirelessly to allow simultaneous
monitoring of heat stress parameters at
up to three different levels or locations.

 acsoft.co.uk/products/heatshield

What’s app
Uvex has launched an
iPhone and iPad app
for quickly locating
the nearest stock of
its range of personal
protective equipment
via GPS.
Available free on
iPhone, iPad and any
device supporting iOS
7 or later, the app identifies the nearest
store when an article name or product
number is entered in the search box.
Users can also view the company’s
PPE as five categories, check the full
description of each item and view the
exact location of the nearest distributor
on a map. There are also telephone
and email buttons to ensure quick and
easy contact with the store to check
availability.
The app does not require an internet
connection, meaning it can be used
offline in any location at any time.

uvex-safety.co.uk
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The latest equipment
and services, including
a PPE vending machine and slip
and trip solutions.

Find out more:
E publications@britsafe.org

Up on the roof

Vested interest

Gore Workwear and Arco have jointly
developed all-weather Gore-Tex safety
suits for visitors walking across the
roof of London’s O2 Arena.
Designed to be worn over existing
clothing, the suits are compatible with
the Arco fall prevention harnesses that
must be worn during the 90-minute
walk over the roof, known as the Up
at The O2 attraction. The waterproof
and breathable Gore-Tex fabric ensures
visitors stay dry in wet conditions, and
excess design features such as pockets
and loops have been removed to avoid
the risk of the suits snagging.

gore-workwear.co.uk
arco.co.uk

Time to train
Capital Safety now offers a blended
learning option for some of its one-day
work at height courses, halving the time
that has to be spent attending face-toface practical training at its centres.
Three of the firm’s introductory
courses – Height Safety Level 1 (HS1),
Roof Worker and Basic Tower Climber
– are partly available via e-learning,
which reduces the one day, face-to-face
practical aspect to half a day. The shorter,
half-day face-to-face element potentially
saves on accommodation costs for those
forced to stay the night before a course
due to distance or travel obstacles.

tagsafety.com

High visibility tabard-style vests
incorporating body armour to protect
against trauma from blows and injury
from weapons such as knives are
available from PPSS Group.
Aimed at sectors such as facilities
management, civil enforcement and
public transport, the vests ensure
protection for the wearer while allowing
them to appear approachable and nonaggressive compared to conventional
body armour. The vests protect
against all types of edged weapons,
hypodermic needles and blunt force
trauma from being kicked, punched or
hit by a blunt object. They weigh 2.3kg,
are 5mm thick and are certified for use
by the UK’s Home Office.

tinyurl.com/peg3ew9

A head for heights
JSP has launched a new company
offering height safety and rescue
training courses for all industries.
Altitude Height Safety will initially
offer five courses covering the main
elements of safe working at height
for employers and their staff, taught
on the customer’s site in groups
of up to 12. They include half-day
classroom-based sessions providing an
introduction to safe work at height, and
full-day courses on managing work at
height and inspection of personal fall
protection equipment.

altitudeheightsafety.co.uk

Products and services

Mean machine
Vending machines for dispensing PPE
are available from Brammer.
Invend ensures that only approved
PPE is supplied and reduces the time
spent locating the equipment. Staff have
codes to activate the machine – ensuring
they can only select certain equipment
and providing an audit trial. Buckman
automatically re-stocks the machine
when alerted via the internet, and the
customer is charged only for products
ordered from the machines and a
monthly software/data management fee.

Take 5 – Slips and trips

Stick ’em up

Adhesive-backed hooks that can be
attached to walls and other surfaces
to carry electrical cables – thus
eliminating trip hazards – have been
launched by Tidi-Cable. Tidi-Patches
are available in two grades for:
• Unfinished surfaces, such as
brickwork and concrete
• Finished surfaces – such as
plastered and painted walls and
glass – where, by pulling an
integral tab after use, the adhesive
backing is safely stretched off the
surface without causing damage.

tidi-cable.com

Walk this way
www.brammer.co.uk/invend

Breathe in
3M has developed respirator filters that
visually alert the wearer when they
must be changed.
As organic vapours pass through
the End of Service Life Indicator filter,
the indicator changes colour, visually
marking the course of the vapours on
a colour bar. Once the bar reaches the
end-of-service line, the filter must be
replaced. Currently, many respirator users
only change their filters when they detect
contaminant odour, taste or irritation
inside the respirator, meaning the harmful
substance has already broken through.
The filters are compatible with all 3M
half and full-face masks.

3M.co.uk

Feet first

Traction aids that can be worn over
existing footwear to help prevent slips
and falls on snow and ice are available
from Algeos. The Get-A-Grip aids:
• Fit over most footwear, including
trainers and boots
• Are easy to put on and take off
• Are used by organisations such as
Parcelforce.

algeos.com

Step lightly
The Kee Walk anti-slip rooftop
walkway system is now available from
Roof Edge Fabrication. The system:
• Can be fitted to flat, barrel and
sloping roofs of up to 35° to create
an anti-slip, level walking surface
• Creates either a single traverse
walkway or separate ‘steps’
• Can be installed free-standing or
fixed to the roof covering.

roofedge.co.uk

Slip-resistant re-usable shoe covers
that allow the user to enter ‘clean’
environments without removing their
existing footwear are available from
Fortress Distribution. The Yuleys:
• Are aimed at people such as
construction workers and
delivery drivers
• Provide superior traction on
surfaces such as wood, tile
and linoleum, in both dry and
wet conditions
• Can be washed using soap and
water and sterilised with bleach
• Are an environmentally-friendly
alternative to traditional disposable
shoe covers.

fortressdistribution.co.uk

Best under test
Unisex sports-style safety shoes and
boots from Aimont have achieved the
highest recorded test score for slipresistance on ceramic tiles with soapy
water. The 24 Bit collection:
• Features aluminium toe caps with
200 joule impact protection but
half the weight of steel toe caps.

aimont.com
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